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Arnold August is a Montreal-based writer, 
journalist and lecturer. He is author of De-
mocracy in Cuba and the 1997–98 Elections 
(1999) and Cuba and Its Neighbours: Democ-
racy in Motion (2013).  He contributed a 
chapter  titled  “Socialism and Elections” to 
the edited collection Cuban Socialism in a 
New Century (2004).  Since 1999 dozens of 
his articles on Cuba and Latin America have 
appeared on the Internet in English, Spanish 
and French.  In 2013 he was presented with 
the “Distinción Félix Elmuza”, Cuba’s high-
est journalism award, by the association of 
Cuban journalists (UPEC).  August is pres-
ently on an academic book tour that is tak-
ing him to the U.S., Canada, the United 
Kingdom, Puerto Rico and Germany.   

Author Arnold August on  

Democracy in Cuba, U.S. and Venezuela 

Reviews of Cuba and Its Neighbours: Democracy in Motion 
“Arnold August delivers his assessment of the evolution of Cuban democracy, contemplating also 

the nature and condition of four other American republics [U.S., Venezuela, Bolivia and Ecuador]. 

This study is based on more than twenty years of original research conducted on the Caribbean is-

land and a review of scholarly work on democracy produced by North American, European, and 

Latin American authors.” 

— DR. ANTONIO CARMONA BÁEZ, European Review of Latin American and Caribbean Stud-

ies (ERLACS). 

 

“August succeeds in forcing readers to expand their horizons and modify expectations on democ-

racy. He makes a compelling case for Cuban democracy in motion and the fallibility of U.S. cen-

trism, leaving scholars with a new prism in which to conduct future work on political models.” 

— DAVID GRANTHAM, Texas Christian University, International Journal of Cuban 

Studies. 

“Finally a book that explains in depth Cuba’s dynamic imperfect democracy and socialist system, 

while helping us understand its accomplishments.” 
— Dr. JAMES COCKCROFT, award-winning author of 48 books. 
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